
By Amour Setter

I thought we had evolved enough as a species to be
able to sit down and negotiate our way out of almost
anything. But after hearing horror stories from
refugees who had escaped the war in Ukraine, I
realised that we have not evolved at all. We've
actually devolved. Despite the evil that an entire
nation was confronted with, I realised that there is
also still good left in this world. 

When refugees began flooding into the Czech
Republic I immediately realised that we’d need to get
all hands on deck and help in whatever way we could. 

To date, more than
300,000 Ukrainian

refugees have
arrived in the Czech

Republic. Half of
them are children,

the rest are
predominantly

women.



There are plenty of NGOs on the ground
and their coordination with the Czech
government is fantastic. But I knew that at
some point NGOs would become
overwhelmed and volunteers would burn
out.

Sílvia Seixas Rodrigues and I quickly
launched Mother Love Project aimed
specifically at helping pregnant Ukrainian
refugees entering the Czech Republic. We
put out a call for local volunteers and
donations in Prague. The response was
incredible and we quickly began collecting
maternity clothes, toys and clothes for
newborn babies. My little storeroom was
quickly filled with donations from our local
communities. It was wonderful to see local
moms in Prague digging into their closests,
approaching their friends and publishing

posts on Facebook calling for donations
for the women we were helping. It was
absolutely heartwarming to see how kind
and generous people can be when the
occasion calls for it!

After receiving a ton of wonderful
donations, I coordinated with our local
network partner, Chance4Children who
was driving a truck of supplies to the
Ukraine border in Poland. 

One of our volunteers, Gelia Mihkelson
drove me from Prague to Kladno to deliver
a shipment of goods to C4C. It was a great
feeling handing over the things our local
moms had so diligently gathered.

Wonderful toys were donated to a refugee
shelter in Kladno by the kind people in our

local communities, organised by our
volunteers.

With Mark Cichon who collected & delivered a
carload of baby clothes and toys, kindly

donated by Lucie in Prague



Manfred Franke and Rafal Wojas, the co-
founders of C4C, drove through to the
Ukraine border the following morning to
deliver the goods to local NGOs on the
ground in Poland.

Soon after we sent the shipment of
supplies to the border, we received our
first pregnant mom in need. Stuck in a
village 220kms from Prague with her
mother and son, we arranged for one of
our volunteers to collect them and bring
them to a government flat that we
managed to secure for one month in
Prague. 

Others quickly followed. We started
arranging accommodation and supplies
and our volunteers on the ground were
just fantastic! Any need that a refugee
had was quickly met by someone in our
group. A very special thanks to Oksana
Zhukovska, Karina Bolan, Gelia
Mihkelson, Loneldia Drasnar, Kat Chaves
& Alex Rae who have been helping us
drive this initiative on the ground in
Prague!

Prague was initially bursting with
refugee centres where there were free
clothes, toiletries and household goods
on offer. Initially, there was an outpour
of support and donations. But one month
later donations are drying up and
volunteers are burned out. Refugee
numbers have dwindled and life for
locals is getting back to normal. Now we
are sitting with a huge housing and job
crisis. Refugees are staying at dorms and
with host families, drawing a monthly
grant from the Czech government and
looking for work. With fewer donations
coming in, what does the future look like
for these women giving birth in a foreign
country? Hardship lies ahead and all they
can hope for is kindness from locals and
an end to the war so they can return
home.

With Manfred & Marketa Franke  from C4C

The C4C truck being packed in preparation
for the trip to the Ukraine border

Toy area at the Mother-Child dorm in Prague
that we created from our local donations


